Specially designed dog rooms with **Kennel Pods** off the main corridor, that will reduce stress with easy access to the rear play yards & dog walking trails.

**Meet and Greet Rooms** give the adopters an opportunity to visit with dogs in a quiet environment.

A **Behavior Room** where behavior modification and training can be done.

The **Large Community Training Room** for group training classes, and Summer camp.

Professionally hard-scaped **Dog Play Yards** that can be used all year long. These areas will have water, lights, shade covers and agility equipment.

Two **Real Life Rooms** allow stressed dogs a place to unwind and to double as temporary boarding space for pets whose owners are facing a life crisis (displaced due to fire or seeking safety from domestic abuse)

**Me Time Room** for newly accepted dog and puppies to have a place to get acclimated to the shelter.